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Traditional food pantry models give customers pre-arranged boxes of food that
offer no or limited choice of the items received. Recent research indicates that
the client-choice model, in which customers get to choose items in a grocery
store-like setting, is a much less wasteful and more dignifying method of run-
ning a food pantry. However, there has not been scholarly research into the best
practices for organizing and restocking items at client-choice pantries, which can
significantly affect the quality and amount of food a customer has the opportunity
to shop for. This research outlines a method of using common probability and
statistics techniques to quantify the expected equity and risk of products expiring





I started volunteering at the Western Oregon University Food Pantry during my
sophomore year of my undergraduate studies, and then I worked as one of the
Pantry coordinators during my junior and senior years. As an applied mathematics
major, I needed to complete a senior project for the program. I want to continue
working for non-profits after I graduate, so I wanted to use this project as an
opportunity to demonstrate how I could combine my studies with the work I am
passionate about.
1.1 Motivation
In my work at the WOU Food Pantry, my main responsibility was coordinat-
ing and managing our volunteers. Coordinators and volunteers restocked food as
customers shopped, but there were no clear guidelines on how to restock items.
Volunteers frequently said they felt unsure about how much and how often to
restock, and I noticed that certain days the Pantry would have more or less food
available in the storefront for visitors. Inconsistent restocking practices clearly af-
fect how much food customers would have to select from, resulting in inequitable
opportunity for shoppers. After doing some investigation, I found no scholarly
research on the best restocking practices for client-choice food pantries, and I
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believed that I could use math to solve this problem.
1.2 Objectives and Specifications
The primary goal of this research is to establish a precise, mathematical way of
classifying food pantry restocking methods, in search of an optimal method. Such
an optimal method will minimize the risk of products expiring and maximize the
equity of food distribution among pantry customers. To reach this goal, it is
necessary to create precise definitions of expiration and equity so that they may
be quantified, and then determine how a given restocking method affects these
quantities. This research applies specifically to client-choice food pantries.
1.3 Major Contributions of Research
This paper creates a mathematical method for defining food pantry inventory man-
agement, and measuring the resulting risk of expiration and equity of different
restocking methods. The mathematical techniques themselves are not unique, as
they are quite commonly used in probability and statistics. However, their use in
this paper to define and quantify risk of expiration and equity are, as far as I
know, innovative and unique in food pantry research.
1.4 Organization of Research
I will first go into a more detailed introduction of client-choice food pantries
and the restocking problem. Then, I will outline the specific goals of the inven-
2
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tory management system, which will lead into terms, definitions, and concepts to
construct this system. After that, there will be a complete method of defining
and quantifying food pantry inventory management, and examples to demonstrate
how it functions. Finally, I will end on some future notes on next steps for this





2.1 Food Pantry vs. Food Bank
Many people actually don’t know that there is a difference between a food pantry
and a food bank. There is some variation of this across the country, but generally
speaking: a food bank is a supplier that gives food to food pantries, and a food
pantry distributes food to people. As someone who works for a food pantry, this
means that my work primarily revolves around directly providing food to our
customers.
2.2 Traditional Food Pantry vs. Client-choice Food
Pantry
You’re probably most familiar with something called the traditional food pantry
model. In this model, one must fill out an application to receive a box of food.
Typically, you get no or limited choice of what food is in the box, and the
quantity of food you receive is based on your “need” as determined by the food
pantry from your application.
4
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Current research indicates that this is actually not a good way to run a food
pantry [1]. The reasons for this include:
• Increased food waste because customers cannot choose items
• Nutrition and resource management education are not central components of
the service
• Degrading atmosphere
In contrast, the research-supported best model is the client-choice food pantry.
This model emulates a grocery store in that pantry customers can “shop” for
items, and select them directly from the shelves, fridges, and freezers.
2.3 The WOU Food Pantry
The Western Oregon University Food Pantry is a client-choice food pantry. While
the general model of a client-choice pantry lets customer select items, there is
variation in shopping policies between different client-choice pantries. Here is
how the WOU Food Pantry operates:
• Anyone can use the WOU Food Pantry, including non-students, and non-
local visitors.
• There is no application or sign-up process to access our services. This
means customers can visit during any of our operating hours (roughly 6-
15 hours per week).
• Customers do not need to present any kind of identifying information to
begin shopping. This means that all customers are anonymous.
5
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• Customers can visit as often as they want, including multiple times per
day. This is technically a consequence of the above rule, but we would not
restrict visits even if we did track names or ID.
• Customers can shop for as much food as they want. For example, there is
not a “50 lbs per visit” limit.
It is my perception that the WOU Food Pantry is particularly accessible because
of these policies, even among other client-choice pantries.
The WOU Food Pantry has three professional employees: a non-student super-
visor, and two student coordinators. The supervisor handles the administrative
responsibilities on the university end, while the student coordinators run the oper-
ations of the Food Pantry. This means coordinating volunteers, working with our
supplier the Marion Polk Food Share, and working on improving the services we
offer.
Since we are a university program, we primarily serve students and rely on stu-
dent volunteers. This means we change our hours of operation every academic
term as our student volunteers’ availability changes. Volunteers are in charge of
opening and closing the Pantry, greeting and assisting customers, and the crux of
this project: restocking items.
2.4 The Restocking Problem
In a traditional food pantry, the inventory management is almost built into the
system. Since traditional food pantries want to be in charge of delegating food
to their customers, they have to decide a reasonable way to do this. Here, in-
ventory management refers to the type and quantity of food the pantry gives
6
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out to each customer, and how they determine that. Broadly speaking, traditional
pantries tend to use a “proportional allocation” system, where customers with a
higher need receive more than customers with a lower need. For instance, a low-
income customer feeding more people would receive more food than a customer
with a higher income feeding fewer people. Basically, the inventory system is
that customers receive food proportional to their need.
If we know that current research says client-choice pantries are better than tradi-
tional pantries, then we might ask what is the inventory management system at
a client-choice pantry? The inventory management that happens at a client-choice
pantry is much different than the traditional model. At a client-choice pantry, the
inventory is divided into two sections: back storage and storefront. The store-
front is the area in which customers can shop, and the back storage is where
we keep extra items, just like any retail grocery store. As customers shop from
the storefront, the items start to get depleted, so volunteers need to restock items
from the back storage to the storefront.
Think about how we could go about restocking items, and how this might affect
customers. If we receive a shipment of items, how many should we put in the
storefront, and how many should we hold onto in back storage? And once cus-
tomers start taking items, how should we restock them? On the one hand, we
could restock items right after they are taken. That is, after every single cus-
tomer, we could have a volunteer replace items. On the opposite end, we could
restock at the start of every day before distribution hours, and replace the items
taken the previous day. My hypothesis is that restocking impacts the amount of
food a customer is able to shop for.
Consider that if we put a majority of food in the storefront, and we restock
items quickly, then customers who come to the Pantry earlier in the week will
have more food to shop for than customers who come in later in the week. So
maybe we might think to keep more items in the back, and distribute them more
7
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slowly throughout the week. Well, then we have a different problem. The food
we receive is donated, so it tends to be much closer to its expiration date than
food you purchase at the store. For instance, we often receive milk that is a
week away from expiring. Thus, if we hold onto items for longer, then they are
at a higher risk of expiring.
Hopefully, this might be giving you some initial clues as to how mathematics
can help us solve this problem. The problem appears to be that there is some
kind of trade off between the risk of items expiring and an equitable distribution
of food. Can we quantify this trade off? Is there some kind of optimal point
where we can balance the two? While the origin of the problem is rooted in
social work, this is indeed an applied mathematics problem. However, before we
can get into the details of solving this problem, we need to clearly define the
goals and concepts of inventory management in the context of client-choice food
pantries.
8
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Chapter 3
Inventory Management Concepts
3.1 Goals of Inventory Management
The purpose of any inventory management system is to create systems or rules
that achieve some optimal goals or outcomes. In a for-profit setting, for example,
the goals of inventory management are to maximize profit and minimize expenses.
Specific guidelines could include optimizing the price of goods and services based
on supply and demand, and computer systems that track the best time to reorder
products to reduce shipping costs. The important thing to note is that both profit
and expenses are clearly quantifiable metrics that a store can track and use to
assess performance. If a new inventory system makes the overall profit decrease,
then clearly something has gone wrong. This makes inventory management in a
non-profit food pantry setting more difficult because the goals are less defined
and harder to quantify.
The original goal of this project was to create an inventory management system
for food pantries that increased equity and reduced waste from expired food. In
this context, the “management” part of the system refers to when items are made
available to customers to shop for by moving them from the back storage to the
storefront. At the WOU Food Pantry location, there is a storefront as well as a
back storage area to hold onto extra inventory. A hypothetical inventory manage-
9
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ment system means that certain items will intentionally be made unavailable in
the back storage area and then moved to the storefront at a later date.
Waste is easy to track because a food pantry can simply record the weight of
discarded items, as the WOU Food Pantry does currently. On the other hand,
equity is a more abstract metric to optimize. First of all, the way one defines
equity changes the overall goal of the system. It could mean: everyone receives
the same amount or quality of food, everyone receives an amount of food pro-
portional to the number of people they are feeding, or something else entirely.
Second, the definition needs to be something that is quantifiable so that a food
pantry can measure it to evaluate success or failure.
Take a moment to consider the difficulty of measuring equity. At a food pantry,
the client base is unknown. That is to say, while a doctor’s office has the name
and information of every person they serve, many client-choice food pantries do
not, and should not, keep track of this data. Then, even if equity were quan-
tifiable, how could a food pantry measure its performance when they can’t even
know who or how many people they are serving? This was one of the cen-
tral problems of this project, and it informed the way I created the rest of the
inventory management system. Ultimately, I defined equity as all food pantry
customers having an equal probability of receiving the items they want. At first
glance, this may seem like an odd way to define equity, but here are some ad-
vantages of thinking about it in these terms:
1. The focus moves from dividing resources among an unknown group of cus-
tomers to ensuring that every visitor has access to food. This shift is subtle,
but it is extremely important; it does not matter if resources are divided
equally as long as every visitor can get what they want.
2. Discussing equity in terms of probability is exceedingly helpful because prob-
ability is a well-researched area of mathematics that has many applications
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in store environments. Moreover, it offers a quantifiable metric to measure
success. For example, if a food pantry finds that Monday customers have
an 90% chance of receiving the items they want while the other days of
the week only have a 50% chance, then that is a clear indicator of failure.
In the following sections, I will describe the exact way to determine these
numbers.
3. Because it is quantifiable, the following inventory management system can
easily translate to a computer program. This means that it will be much
easier for other food pantries to adopt this system because the program can
automate many of the tasks.
3.2 Use Cases
When creating this inventory system, I specifically built it with the WOU Food
Pantry in mind. It’s important to understand the assumptions that went into this
to know when the system will be useful. This inventory management system is
specifically intended for food pantries where
1. The pantry is using a client-choice shopping model.
2. The pantry has some type of storefront, and a back storage space to hold onto
extra inventory. After all, if there’s no space to reserve inventory, it’s not
possible to do any kind of special management on the inventory.
3. There is a high, stable supply of food that is regularly replenished. This most
likely encompasses food pantries that receive deliveries of food from a food
bank.
4. There are many customers, and the food pantry is open for shopping at least
11
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several times a week. If there are not enough customers or hours of opera-
tion, the need for an inventory system is reduced.
5. Pantry staff or management are paid, or they are willing to consistently dedi-
cate many unpaid hours to inventory management. Paid employees are more
likely to be able to put in the necessary time and effort to start, run, and
maintain an inventory system that requires specialized equipment and train-
ing.
6. There is a high availability of volunteers and volunteer hours. While inven-
tory management offers many benefits, it comes with an increased workload
that needs volunteer support.
7. There is disposable funding to spend on set up costs, or the pantry has the
ability to obtain such funding. A proper inventory management system needs
some equipment that will be detailed in later sections. If this system sees
widespread adoption by food banks, this requirement could be eliminated if
food banks are willing to assist in setup costs.
It’s important to note that this is a highly specific set of requirements, which
does reduce the number of food pantries this to which this project applies. How-
ever, I suspect these requirements describe the typical college campus food pantry,
and that many non-campus food pantries that are networked with a food bank
likely meet most of these requirements. In fact, one could argue that these are
very optimal conditions for a food pantry, regardless of whether or not the goal
is to implement this inventory system.
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3.3 Expiration Dates
Most people are likely familiar with the expiration dates on food products. This
includes best buy, use by, and sell by dates, though the overall point is the
same — to indicate when a product is good for consumption. This is especially
important for food pantries and food banks because they often receive food that
is close to, or even past, the expiration date. Indeed, food is often still safe for
consumption even beyond the printed expiration date. Many food pantries use
charts and other references to determine exactly how long an item is safe to give
out, which I am calling the true expiration date. To illustrate, if a gallon of milk
has a printed expiration date of 4/10/2019 and the reference chart says that milk
lasts seven days after expiration, then the true expiration date is 4/17/2019. It’s
a straightforward idea, but it is essential information in the context of inventory
management. Specifically, it is vital to reducing waste.
Knowing that an item lasts longer helps to reduce waste because it gives an item
more opportunities to be selected by a customer instead of getting thrown out.
This isn’t a new concept, but the following section will demonstrate how more
systematic inventory management can further improve on what food pantries are
already doing with this information.
3.4 Item-level Knowledge
Item-level knowledge means there is an exact record or list of the products in
the inventory. In fact, this is not restricted to just a list of products. Item-level
knowledge can include other information about each product, such as food group,
proper storage temperature, and expiration date. Currently, the WOU Food Pantry
does not have item-level knowledge of its inventory. Instead, they only track the
13
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weight of the food they receive from the Marion Polk Food Share and community
donations.
This is perhaps the most difficult part of inventory management for food pantries
because of the extra work and equipment required to build and maintain these
records. It first requires significant input time to log all current and incoming
items, as well as additional labor to keep track of outgoing items. The most
likely practical set up for this is to emulate a grocery store, like the client-choice
model is already doing, and implement a barcode and scanner system. However,
this means that a food pantry looking to use this inventory management model
would need to also invest in barcode printing and scanning. On the bright side,
smartphones are an increasingly ubiquitous common handheld devices that can
scan barcodes, so a proper web application of this inventory system could include
a partner smartphone app, which could help reduce costs.
The additional costs and labor above might discourage a pantry from wanting
to invest the resources into trying out this inventory system, but consider how
this effort would automatically solve one of the goals posed earlier: reduce waste
from items expiring.
At the WOU Food Pantry, volunteers are required to check the expiration dates
on items before customers can shop for those products. The problem is that we
do not have a record to keep track of the true expiration dates on item units,
after we have inspected them. Maybe a box of donations is still safe to consume
for another month, but that information doesn’t make it to the other volunteers
who aren’t working at that time. The volunteer who checked the item could try
to remember that, but are they really going to recall that information when they
have 30 other items to check, and they won’t volunteer again for another week?
Of course, volunteers can check the expiration date of each item in the storefront
every day to ensure they’re still safe, but then they’re checking the same items
again and again dozens of times, which is a large waste of effort. Suddenly,
14
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checking all of the products once and recording them in an item-level log that
can keep track of expiration dates automatically doesn’t seem like such a bad
idea.
The reality at the WOU Food Pantry is that volunteers don’t check all of the
items every day for safety. Sure, they look at the obvious items like fresh pro-
duce and dairy. But with canned and packaged items, which normally last much
longer, people simply trust the process that products will go out fast enough that
expiration dates won’t be an issue. For the most part, this does work. Though
there are definitely things that fall through the cracks: items that get left in back
storage because no one remembered it was about to expire, or items that were
past the true expiration date which went out to customers because someone forgot
to check the date again after the first inspection. At this point in the inventory
system, there’s nothing sophisticated happening yet. By simply having an item-
level inventory record that can automatically update expiration dates as the days
pass, the waste problem is solved. Of course, items will still expire if customers
choose not to take them. However, the important part is that products will never
expire because they were forgotten, and customers will never receive products that
are expired because the system will tell volunteers exactly which items must be
discarded every day.
3.5 FIFO, FEFO, And LIFO
FIFO, FEFO, and LIFO are not inventory management systems, but rather they
are general strategies to organize products.
• FIFO: First In First Out. Products that arrive first should be the first to go
out to customers.
15
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• FEFO: First Expired First Out. Products that expire sooner should go out
sooner than products that expire later.
• LIFO: Last In First Out. Products that arrive last should go out first to
customers.
This is an important component of inventory management because each strategy
comes with its own costs and benefits. For instance, while LIFO may seem like
an odd strategy to choose, it makes perfect sense for inventories with products
that don’t expire, since the FIFO and FEFO methods require a lot of input time
and effort to properly sort products.
In food settings, where many products have short shelf lives, the FIFO and FEFO
methods will generally help reduce waste from expired products. Commercial gro-
cery stores typically use the First In First Out strategy because they know the
incoming product orders will expire later than the current inventory. In this case,
FIFO is essentially equivalent to FEFO. This is convenient for grocery stores as
they simply need to place new items behind the older ones without having to
worry about expiration dates. On the other hand, food pantries do not have this
luxury. Since food pantries receive donated food, the incoming products could
expire before, after, or somewhere in between the current inventory.
Food pantries strive for the First Expired First Out strategy to reduce waste.
However, the challenges of working without computerized, item-level inventory
knowledge make this incredible difficult and laborious, as outlined in the Expi-
ration Date section. As one of the goals of this project is to reduce waste at
food pantries, this inventory system will be using the FEFO method to organize
products.
While using a computer system to properly implement the First Expire First Out
16
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method is a great step in the right direction, it is a small component of goal
to reduce waste. Organizing items with the FEFO method tells us the optimal
order to schedule item restocks, but it does not tell us the optimal time to re-
stock items. Do determine this, we will need a method of quantifying how much






Desirability is perhaps the most central concept to this inventory management sys-
tem. It can be thought of as an analog to the idea of demand in economics,
which is how many people are willing to buy a product at a certain price. This
is useful to business owners because it helps them set the optimal price point
to maximize profit. That being said, there is no profit or exchange of money
for goods at a food pantry, so the concept of demand does not directly translate.
However, the general idea of having some way to know how much customers
want a product is still extremely valuable information. So instead of asking how
many people would pay for a product, a more broad question is how many peo-
ple would want a product if it was available to them?
To understand the distinction between those two questions, consider this example:
imagine that an abundantly wealthy and generous person decided to open a movie
theater where the movies and snacks are all free (this is basically a more fun
version of a food pantry). Since customers do not need to pay for anything,
there is nothing influencing their consumption habits. That is, if a customer does
not get popcorn it is not because they could not afford it; it is because they did
not want it. Suppose the owner orders more snacks every month and wants to
18
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know how many of each type of snack she needs to get. How should she go
about that?
Maybe her first instinct is to record how many of each snack the theater gave
out last month. Let’s say that 100 customers visited last month, and the owner









Table 4.1: Order Quantities For Various Products
Then, when she places the order for next month’s snacks, she consults the table
and orders enough popcorn for 14 smalls, 46 mediums, and 25 larges, and gets
38 sprites, 62 boxes of M&Ms, and so on.
That method works fine, but what happens if the number of customers every
month increases from 100 to 150? Instead, she goes for a different approach and
uses last month’s numbers to calculate the percentage of customers that wanted
each item. To illustrate, the table above shows that 14 customers wanted a small
popcorn. In total there were 100 customers, so 14/100 = 14% of customers
wanted a small popcorn. Doing this for every item yields a new table:
Product Percentage of Customers Quantity to Order
Who Wanted The Product (Total Customers × Percentage)
Small Popcorn 14% 150×14% = 21
Medium Popcorn 46% 150×46% = 69
Large Popcorn 25% 150×25% = 37.5
Sprite 38% 150×38% = 57




Table 4.2: Order Quantity Percentages For Various Products
19
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In this version, it is much more straightforward to estimate the order quantity
of each item, and it is easier to compare the popularity of each individual item
because they are now on a scale from 0 to 100. That was a lengthy example,
but if you were able to make it through, then you now understand the concept
of desirability. How? Well, take another look at the table with one of the labels
changed:
Product Desirability Quantity to Order
(Total Customers × Percentage)
Small Popcorn 14% 150×14% = 21
Medium Popcorn 46% 150×46% = 69
Large Popcorn 25% 150×25% = 37.5
Sprite 38% 150×38% = 57




Table 4.3: Desirability Of Various Products
Now, I can present the formal definition of desirability. There are in fact two
mathematically equivalent definitions, which means that they state the same idea
but are phrased differently. I believe that both are useful depending on the con-
text. These definitions are:
1. The proportion of customers that select a specific item.
2. The probability that a random customer will select a specific item.
These definitions are important, but do not let them obfuscate things that might
already be intuitive. The first definition comes directly from the example with
the movie theater; e.g.., the theater had 100 customers and 14% of them wanted
a small popcorn, so the desirability of small popcorn is 14%. It may be helpful
to think of the second definition as a “reverse” application of desirability. For
example, the desirability of small popcorn is 14%, so the chance of a random
customer wanting a small popcorn is 14%.
20
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Hopefully, this concept should be straightforward because we apply this type of
logic in other parts of everyday life. Say a political candidate wants to know
their chance of winning an election, so they conduct a poll of the voters. If 70%
of the polled voters said they would vote for that candidate, then the candidate
would expect to win the election with about 70% of the total votes. Similarly,
if someone interviewed a random voter, there would be a 70% chance that voter
was a supporter of the candidate. One could even say that the desirability of the
candidate is 70%.
4.2 The Mathematics of Desirability
4.2.1 Introduction
In applied mathematics, probability and statistics are used to determine the likeli-
hood of certain events occurring. This can help guide decisions to achieve some
kind of optimal outcome. As a quick example, suppose you can choose between
two lottery tickets with an equal jackpot. One ticket gives you a 90% probability
of winning while the other one only gives a 10% probability of winning. If you
were trying to maximize your chance of winning, it is an easy decision to go
for the 90% ticket. That is a very simple example, but if you can understand
this, I assure you that you can understand the underlying mathematical reasoning





As a reminder, the two equivalent definitions of desirability are
1. The proportion of customers that select a specific item.
2. The probability that a random customer will select a specific item.
Previously the movie theater example illustrated a simplified way to calculate de-
sirability. In essence, the desirability was the number of customers who took
an item divided by the total number of customers. However, to further apply
this concept in probability and statistics, it is necessary to introduce more precise
mathematical vocabulary.
First of all, to use desirability, one must be able to measure it. Desirability is a
proportion. In probability, a proportion means the chance that an event will occur.
This is when it is helpful to think of desirability using the second definition. An
easy example of this is rolling a fair, six-sided dice. Rolling a three is an event
with a 16 chance of occurring.
To measure a proportion, one needs to conduct trials and record the results. A
trial is an experiment with a clear set of distinct outcomes. Using the dice ex-
ample, one trial could be rolling a six-side dice. Each side is an outcome, and
they are all distinct because a dice cannot simultaneously land on a two and a
four, for example.
Finally, to properly conduct trials, outcomes must be grouped into either success
or failure. If one suspected that a dice was biased to roll a five, they might
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conduct trials to determine if that is the case. In that scenario, success would
be rolling a five, and failure would be rolling any other number on the dice.





Now, to bring this in the context of a food pantry. Remember that each product
has its own desirability, so a food pantry must record and calculate the following
for each item. To measure the desirability of a product, we define the following:
Trial: One customer shops at the pantry and the product is available
Outcomes: The customer takes the product or does not take the product
Success: The customer takes the product
Failure: The customer does not take the product
Using these definitions, the formula for desirability is
Desirability =
Number of customers who took the product
Number of customers when the product was available
Overall, the concept is basically the same as the movie theater example. There
is, however, a very subtle yet important difference. Notice that the denomina-
tor, i.e. the number of trials, is the “number of customers when the product
was available” instead of the “total number of customers.” For simplification, the
movie theater example assumed that items didn’t run out of stock. However, that
is clearly not the case in the real world. When measuring desirability, it does
not make sense to say that a customer did not want an item when it was not
available to them in the first place.
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Practically speaking, the most efficient way to measure the desirability of products
is likely to have a computerized inventory system with item-level knowledge and
bar code scanners. A volunteer could scan the items that each customer shops
for, and then the computer system could check the current storefront inventory to
see which products the customer did not want. Every customer visit represents
one trial for each product in the storefront. The computer would then record one
success for the items the customer selected, and one failure for the items the
customer did not select. This means that the desirability of each product can be
continuously updated in real time after every customer visit.
Confidence
When estimating any value, including desirability, it is important to know how
confident we are in the result. Although we don’t always think about this nu-
merically, we engage in this type of thinking all the time. For instance, how
confident would you be if someone claimed their Covid-19 vaccine is 100% ef-
fective, but they only tested it on one person? Even without numbers, we intu-
itively understand that a small number of data points means the result is probably
very inaccurate. We can apply this exact same concept to measuring desirability.
Imagine that we measured the desirability of canned tuna to be 100%, but we
only used the first three customers to calculate that number. There is a high
chance that this estimate is not accurate, so it wouldn’t make sense to use it in
our inventory system calculations.
To calculate confidence, one must first choose a confidence level. The confidence
level is essentially the chance that an estimate is incorrect. For instance, a 95%
confidence level means that there is a 5% chance that the estimated value is
wrong. One may choose any level of confidence between 0% and 100%, ex-
cluding 0 and 100 themselves. The reasons for that are largely technical, so just
know that we cannot be 100% confident of a result. A common question is why
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would someone intentionally choose a lower confidence level? The short answer
is that we must conduct more trials at a higher level of confidence, which means
more time or work. The specifics of this will become clear in the following
section.
Statisticians generally discuss confidence in terms of confidence intervals and
margin of error. Both of these terms describe the same concept in different ways.
An interval is a range of numbers, such as 0 to 10, -5 to −34 , or 10% to 20%.
A confidence interval is how confident we are that an estimate is in a certain in-
terval. Hypothetically, a pantry coordinator could say that they are 80% confident
that the desirability of milk is between 60% and 70%. To illustrate further:
confidence level︷ ︸︸ ︷
80% confident the desirability of milk is
interval︷ ︸︸ ︷
between 60% and 70%︸ ︷︷ ︸
confidence interval
On the other hand, the margin of error is the “uncertainty” of an estimate in
either direction. Using the previous example, if the desirability of milk is between
60% and 70%, we could also say that the desirability of milk is 65%± 5%.
Notice that 65%− 5% = 60%, and 65%+ 5% = 70%, which are the ends of the
confidence interval.
confidence level︷ ︸︸ ︷
80% confident the desirability of milk is 65% ±
margin of error︷︸︸︷
5%
It may be easier to conceptualize confidence using one of these methods over the
other, so it is important to establish that they may be thought of interchangeably.
Calculating Confidence
Now, for a specific example of how to calculate the confidence interval for the
desirability of a product. Suppose we have the given data on canned tuna:
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Customers Who Customers Who Didn’t Total Trials
Wanted Product Want Product
(Successes) (Failures)
Canned Tuna 67 31 98
Table 4.4: Sample Data for Canned Tuna
To calculate the confidence interval for the desirability of canned tuna, we must:
1. Choose a confidence level. We will start out with a 95% confidence level,
and then later see what happens with different confidence levels.
2. Calculate zα/2. The specifics of this are outside of the scope of this pa-
per, and would not aid in understanding of the broader workings of the
inventory system. For now, we only need the formula [2]: first, convert
the confidence level percentage into decimal format. In essence, move the











Finally, we must find zα/2 = z0.025. There is a standard reference chart,
often called z-tables, to look up these values, so we find that z0.025 = 2.240.











Notice that this has a lot of similarities to the desirability formula and the













At its most basic, the confidence interval formula is just the estimate, in
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this case desirability, plus or minus some amount of uncertainty. This should
hopefully further illustrate that confidence intervals and margin of error are
























Now, we have exactly the margin of error formula, so to find the bounds
of the confidence interval we simply do the final addition and subtraction.
62%− 10% = 52% and 62%+ 10% = 72%, so with this example data, we
are 95% confident the desirability of canned tuna is between 52% and 72%.
Number of Trials
This is the process and result of doing the calculation at a 95% confidence level.
We could have chosen any other confidence level though. To explore the conse-
quences of this choice, here is a table tracking the confidence intervals using the
exact same data at different confidence levels:
Successes Trials Desirability Confidence Margin of Confidence
Estimate Level Error Interval
61 98 62% 90% 8% 54% to 70%
61 98 62% 95% 10% 52% to 72%
61 98 62% 98% 11% 51% to 73%
61 98 62% 99% 13% 49% to 75%
61 98 62% 99.99% 19% 43% to 81%
Table 4.5: Varying Confidence Level With Constant Number Of Trials
Using the same data, the estimated desirability of 62% does not change. How-
ever, you should notice that as the confidence level increases, the margin of error
increases, which means that the size of confidence interval increases. This might
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seem counter intuitive because you might expect that being more confident should
mean that the possible range of the interval gets smaller. Let me give an anal-
ogy: if someone is throwing a dart, I am not very confident they will get a
bullseye, but I am more confident that they will land on the dart board. In fact,
I am almost certain that the dart will at least land on the wall. In essence, this
is what increasing the confidence level means. We are more confident because
we are increasing our guessing range, so it is more likely that we are correct.
That is the result of changing the confidence level, but now let us look at the
effect of changing the number of trials. This time, the confidence level will stay
the same, but the number of trials will increase. Before looking, try to make a
prediction about how this will affect the confidence interval.
Successes Trials Desirability Confidence Margin of Confidence
Estimate Level Error Interval
62 100 62% 95% 8% 54% to 70%
124 200 62% 95% 6% 56% to 68%
248 400 62% 95% 4% 58% to 66%
496 800 62% 95% 3% 59% to 65%
992 1600 62% 95% 2% 60% to 64%
Table 4.6: Varying Number Of Trials With Constant Confidence Level
In this example, as the number of trials increases, the error and the size of the
confidence interval are decreasing. That is to say, we are at the same confidence
level, but we are becoming more certain of the desirability by narrowing down
the possible range of values. The ideal is to have a high level of confidence and
low margin of error, which presents a problem.
Look at the above table again, comparing the number of trials with the margin of
error. Notice the number of trials needs to double to lower the margin of error
by one or two percentage points. Examining the last row with this sample data,
it was necessary to perform 1600 trials to get a 95% confidence interval with a
2% margin of error. In the context of desirability and food pantries, this means a
pantry would need to have data for 1600 visits where the product was available,
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in this case canned tuna, to achieve such an accurate estimate of desirability.
In the year 2020, the WOU Food Pantry received 1371 visits in total. Having
worked there in that year, I can attest that we had canned tuna available half the
time or less, so most of those 1371 visits would not even count towards data
collection for canned tuna. Then, it stand to reason that it would take our pantry
over a year, perhaps even multiple years, to collect the necessary data on various
products to accurately calculate their desirabilities.
Thankfully, there are several solutions to the number of trials problem. Mathe-
matically, we may determine the minimal number of trials needed to achieve a
low enough margin of error. Operationally, I have a proposed method that could
rapidly speed up data collection.
Mathematical solution to the number of trials problem
To introduce the mathematical side, I will show how to calculate the minimum
number of trials necessary. There is no universal minimum number of trials;
rather it is determined by setting the confidence level and the acceptable mar-
gin of error. For example, looking at the above table again, we previously read
it as: “doing 1600 trials at a 95% confidence level gives us a 2% margin of
error.” This time, we should equivalently read it as: “if we want a 2% margin
of error at a 95% confidence level, we need to do at least 1600 trials.” Those
are both equally valid interpretations. Now I will derive the formula that gives
the minimum number of trials.
We start out with the original confidence interval or margin of error formula, and
then instead of plugging in values, we can solve for the number of trials using
algebra.















We will replace all instances of SuccessesTrials with Desirability, which will assist in
solving the equation. The margin of error formula now becomes




And the rest of the process is algebraic rearranging:






















































































In this particular case with the inventory system, I have already decided on using
a 95% confidence level with a 5% margin of error, so we may plug in those
values. Recall that for a 95% confidence level, we can look up the value of zα/2
in the reference chart. Substituting in the values:
zα/2 = 2.240
Margin of error = 5% = .05








Last, this formula can result in non-whole numbers; e.g., the number of required
trials could be 429.2973. It doesn’t make sense to do a fraction of a trial, so
instead we can specify that we want to round the value. I believe it makes
more sense to always round up, since examples like 429.2973 trials means that
we need more than 429 trials. The function to round a value up to the nearest
whole number is called the ceiling function, which is represented as dValuee. For
instance, d429.2973e= 430. The final formula for the number of trials is then:
Trials = d2007(Desirability)(1−Desirability)e
What you may notice, however, is that the formula for the number of trials to
measure desirability has the desirability as an input! This is somewhat problem-
atic because, if we are measuring the desirability, then of course we don’t know
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its value, so we cannot plug it into this new formula. To investigate this further,
it is straightforward to create a graph of this function that will visually show how
many trials are required at every level of desirability between 0% and 100%. The
result is the following:
It might be surprising that the actual desirability has an effect on the number
of trials required to measure it. Particularly that it requires fewer trials at the
extreme ends of 0% and 100% desirability, and more trials near 50% desirability.
For a hopefully intuitive example: suppose someone is trying to test a coin to
see if it is fair, meaning that there are 50-50 odds of it landing on heads or
tails when flipped. During the first 15 flips, if the coin only lands on heads,
one can be fairly confident that the coin is significantly weighted towards heads.
Even though 15 trials is a very small amount, we can reason that it is extremely
unlikely that a fair coin would land on the same side that many times in a row.
In fact, it is almost impossible that a coin strongly weighted in favor of tails
could produce these results. Then, the intuition is that, at either extreme end of
0% or 100% odds, it become increasingly unlikely that the other extreme could
have produced the same outcome.
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The logical conclusion of this is that the “worst case scenario” is when the true
probability is 50% because that will take the most number of trials to accurately
measure. In this specific case, where I have decided the confidence level and
margin of error that I want, I can easily plug 50% into the number of trials
equation, and then calculate the result:
Trials = d2007(0.50)(1−0.50)e= d501.75e= 502
This means that if the desirability of an item is 50%, then it will take a min-
imum of 502 trials to accurately measure it. Thankfully, this comes with some
relief because 502 is significantly less than the 1600 trials we saw in some of the
previous examples. However, 502 trials is still a significant amount — especially
for items that a food pantry does not receive very often.
Operational solution to the number of trials problem
As a reminder, the end goal of this project is an inventory system to effectively
manage the items at food pantries. This particular paper is an introductory step
in this project that establishes the vocabulary, basic ideas, and mathematical rea-
soning behind this system. The logical next step is to create a program that uses
this research to create a functional inventory system. I speculate that this sys-
tem would most likely take the form of a downloadable computer program, or
an online web application.
This is important because if multiple pantries are using this inventory system,
then they can easily share the data they have collected. For example, if Food
Pantry A collects 15 trials for milk, Food Pantry B collects 50 trials, and Food
Pantry C collects 25 trials, then a total of 90 trials have been collected. Where
it previously might have taken each individual food pantry a year to collect the
necessary data, maybe their shared data collected could do it in four months.
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Following this reasoning, the more food pantries that adopt this inventory system,
the faster they can all collectively reach the minimum 502 trials to measure the
desirability of each product. According to Feeding America [3], there are about
60,000 food pantries in their network. If every single one of those food pantries
used this inventory system, they could collect more than enough data for each
product in just a day.
The takeaway here is that this inventory system becomes significantly easier to
adopt over time, if food pantries are able to share data with each other. We can
think of data collection as a “start up cost” for this system because it cannot
do any inventory management on products where there are not enough trials to
accurately measure the desirabilities. While commercial grocery stores would not
help their competitors with start up costs, food pantries are not competing with
each other, so there is no reason for them to not share their data.
This notion of data sharing may still be abstract, so here is a concrete example
of how this would be implemented: let’s say I continue this project and build a
fully functional web application that a food pantry can use to manage their in-
ventory. Maybe the food pantry I work at, the Western Oregon University Food
Pantry, is the first to adopt this system. They pay for the equipment with a
generous donor, a grant, or maybe the food bank that supplies us is interested
in seeing how this works. It requires a lot of work to get started, but eventu-
ally the volunteers have set up bar codes on every item, and have logged every
product and its information into the system. For the first year or so, nothing
much changes. Sure, the inventory system helps them keep track of exactly when
products will expire, so they throw out less products on average, but there is no
special inventory management to increase equity of distribution. This is because
the WOU Food Pantry only receives a hundred or so visits per month, so it takes
them a long time to gather the necessary 502 trials for each product to measure




Once they start to collect enough data for the products, the system can start
doing sophisticated inventory management. For the products that have enough
data, the system now gives a precise schedule on when to put each item into
the storefront. It might say: 5 units of milk for Monday, 3 for Tuesday, 8 for
Wednesday, 1 for Thursday, and 2 for Friday. If the system is working properly,
then milk is now being more equitably distributed among the customers at the
WOU Food Pantry. Maybe several more years go by, and the WOU Food Pantry
now has a large database of products and their desirabilities. With a few more
years of testing the system, perhaps they can conclusively demonstrate that waste
from expired products have gone down, and that customers are more satisfied
with their shopping experience.
From here, the food bank that supplies us, the Marion Polk Food Share, might
take notice of these results. Maybe only a few pantries in their network have
the capacity to implement this inventory system, but the Marion Polk Food Share
wants to see if other pantries benefit as well. This time, the set up is much
easier. Where the WOU Food Pantry had to spend the first year collecting data
with no inventory management taking place, these subsequent food pantries do
not need to do the same. The WOU Food Pantry is happy to share its data,
so now the other food pantries immediately have access to a library of product
desirabilities, and they can start doing inventory management right away.
If the inventory management system was still successful for these new pantries,
the Marion Polk Food Share might roll it out to more pantries in its network.
Additionally, they might get a hold of the Oregon Food Bank, or even Feeding
America, to start researching, improving, and implementing this system in more
areas.
Of course, this is an incredibly optimistic way of illustrating my point. Although,
this example hopefully demonstrated how sharing data can significantly improve
the system by rapidly speeding up data collection. Additionally, it should show
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you that food pantries and food banks already work very collaboratively, so there
is an existing network to implement and expand on this work.
4.3 Maximum Likelihood Estimator
As we have covered, when making an estimate, we want to be confident that
we have the correct result. A point estimate for desirability is the number of
successes divided by the number of trials, and then we add in some amount of
uncertainty, or margin of error, to construct a confidence interval. For example,
we could have a point estimate of 58% for the desirability of pancake mix with
a 2% margin of error. Then, the margin of error formula is 58%± 2% and the
confidence interval is 56% to 60%. The way this is structured implies that 58%
is the “center” of the interval, but is it the most likely value? The confidence
interval formula actually does not say which values in the interval are the most
likely.
To clarify the meaning of “most likely,” this means minimizing the chance of
being incorrect. Recall how a 95% confidence interval means that there is a
5% chance that true value is not in the estimated interval. This is essentially
the exact same concept, except we are now trying to compare values within the
interval. If the interval is 56% to 60%, is there a difference between using 58%
or 59% as our estimate? Is one of those values more likely to be correct?
Thankfully, the math does not contradict our intuition here. The point estimate,
or the center of the interval, is indeed the most likely estimate in the inter-
val. Formally, this is referred to as the maximum likelihood estimator because
it maximizes the probability of being correct. This means that, out of the range
of values between 56% and 60%, we can confidently say that 58% is the most
likely value for the desirability of pancake mix, in this example. It is easy to
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look at this as simply confirming the obvious, but often times our intuition can
be wrong, and seemingly innocuous assumptions can actually turn out be very
wrong. The only thing better than having good intuition is proving your intuition
correct.
A common misconception is that the maximum likelihood estimator defeats the
purpose of a confidence interval. After all, if we know that the point estimate is
the most likely to be correct, why do we even need the range of values given
in the confidence interval? Well, this is because of the simple fact that most
likely does not mean likely. For example, let’s say everyone in the U.S. buys
one Powerball ticket and you buy two tickets. You are the most likely to win,
but that does not mean you are likely to win. In fact with those odds, the real
most likely outcome is that nobody wins.
Back to the idea of confidence intervals and desirability, the point of using confi-
dence intervals is to figure out the amount of error in our estimate. If the confi-
dence interval for the desirability of pancake mix was between 38% and 78%, the
margin of error is 58%±20%. In this scenario, the most likely estimate is 58%,
but the error is so large that “most likely” is not a very helpful metric. Then,
the reason we need confidence intervals is to know that the maximum likelihood
estimator is a meaningful estimate to use.
4.4 Modeling Customer Behavior With Desirability
In probability and statistics, one of the common goals is to be able to figure out
the probability of a certain outcome occurring. This can be a binary outcome,
such as winning or losing a lottery. But it can also be more granular. A business
owner might want to know the probability that exactly 50 people show up during
certain business hours, or perhaps the probability that at least 40 show up. These
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are questions that statistics can answer using distributions.
Distributions are functions that describe the behavior of random variables. It
might sound like an oxymoron to model randomness, but this is not any different
from what we have been doing in this paper so far. Saying that a weighted coin
has a 70% chance of landing on heads and a 30% chance of landing on tails is
describing randomness. The randomness comes from the fact that we can’t know
the outcome until we actually flip the coin, but we can describe the randomness
by saying how likely each outcome is to happen. Distributions can take this a
step further by describing the most likely outcomes over many repeated trials.
For instance, what happens if we flip this coin 100 times? How likely is it that
we get tails more than 30 times? In the context of food pantry inventory man-
agement, if we have 100 cans of tuna, what is the probability that 20 of them
expire? What about the probability that at most 5 expire?
Now, we have finally reached the point where we can start putting our accumu-
lated background and vocabulary into the context of inventory management. The
first part of this involves using distributions to model the likelihood that a cer-
tain number of items expire. That is to say, how many items in the storefront
will go bad because no customers shopped for those items. The catch with using
a distribution is that you need to be able to be able to describe the random-
ness that you want to model with the distribution. Thankfully, we already have a
great way of describing the randomness of whether or not a customer will take
an item: desirability.
4.4.1 Examples Of Using Desirability
This is a lot to unpack, so it is important to spend some time reflecting on this
for understanding. As a refresher on the definitions, desirability is:
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1. The proportion of customers that select a specific item.
2. The probability that a random customer will select a specific item.
Previously, we looked at desirability as a somewhat abstract property of products
in a food pantry. We have investigated its definition, assured ourselves that it is
mathematically a proportion, and outlined how to estimate it accurately. It has all
been leading up to this point where we can use desirability as a component of
inventory management.
It is no coincidence that, in the previous section, I brought up the example of
a weighted coin just before the purpose of desirability. It will be helpful to re-
imagine desirability as a type of weighted coin flip. Think about it like this: if
the desirability of milk is 70%, there is a 70% chance that a random customer
will take milk when it is available. Each customer is a flip of the coin, and
the desirability of the item is the weight on that coin that makes it more or
less likely for a customer to take that item. We can ask what outcomes are
most likely after flipping a coin several times, so why not ask what outcomes
are likely after several customers visit a food pantry?
Before going into the example, it is first important to list and clarify some as-
sumptions I have made about desirability. In this context, an assumption is some-
thing that I am taking for granted without proving or verifying it. This is actu-
ally a common practice in statistics that is done to let us know which formulas
to use. An example of such an assumption is that flipping a coin does not af-
fect subsequent flips. Our assumptions could turn out to be wrong, of course, so
listing the assumptions also has the purpose of letting us know where we might
have gone wrong.
• Desirability can be used to measure the probability that a customer wants a
specific item. The difference is subtle, but the key word here is wants. De-
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sirability is the probability that a customer will take a specific item, when
it is available. If the desirability of milk is 70%, then the old definition is
saying that a random customer has a 70% chance of taking milk when it
is stocked in a food pantry. On the other hand, this assumption is saying
that a random customer has a 70% chance of wanting milk, regardless of
whether or not it is available.
• The desirability of a specific product is stable over a short period of time.
Here, a short period of time means several weeks. This assumptions is
essentially saying that if the desirability of milk is 70% today, then we can
expect to still be about 70% in a few weeks. We need this assumption to
be able to use our estimates for desirability to predict customer behavior
over longer periods of time.
• The average number of customers is stable over a short period of time. Sim-
ilar to the previous point, this assumption means: if a food pantry receives
an average of 50 customers per week, then we can expect it to keep receiv-
ing about 50 visits per week for the next several weeks. More specifically,
we need to assume that this is true at a more granular level of each week-
day. For instance, if a food pantry receives an average of 10 visits on
Mondays and 20 visits on Tuesdays, we expect that it will receive about
the same number of visits for the next few weeks as well.
• Customer visits don’t affect each other. E.g., customer 1 does not have any
influence on customers 2, 3, 4, and so on. An example of where this
would not be true is if customer 1 told customer 2 they did not have a
good experience with a certain product, thus lowering customer 2’s chances
of taking that product. Although, I believe it makes sense to assume that if
certain customers had bad experiences with an item, the overall desirability
will lower accordingly, which means we do not need to worry about short
term interactions like this.
• Desirability is not seasonal. This is saying that the desirability does not
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depend on the time of the year. Of course, desirability could fluctuate
over time for other reasons, such as a changing customer population, but
it would not depend on what month it is. This is almost certainly a false
assumption because one can easily imagine why mashed potatoes would be-
come more desirable around Thanksgiving. The reason why I list this as
an assumption is because I do not have real world data to measure how
different seasons impact desirability, so we will not worry about speculating
the potential effects.
• Desirability does not depend on the product quality. By quality, I mean the
condition of the product itself. For instance, would you rather have a can
of soup that looked new, or one that has a dent in it? Would you rather
have the milk that is closer to expiration or further from expiration? This
is another assumption that is very likely to be false. Though yet again, I
do not have the data to measure this affect, so we will ignore it.
• Desirability does not depend on the rest of the inventory. This is the last
assumption, and it is also likely false. By way of example, spaghetti sauce
likely has a higher desirability pasta and cheese are also available. Another
case of this is what happens when there is only one of a particular item
left; the proverbial who will take the last slice of pizza dilemma? In my
personal experience, food pantry customers are very conscientious of their
fellow customers, and want to leave enough food for other people. The
result is that customers actually tend to not take products when there are
only a few available, which ironically means that sometimes no one ends
up taking the item. We will also ignore this effect for now, but in the
future it would be necessary to take this into account to make accurate
predictions.
Let’s start out with a simple example. We will assume that the desirability of
milk has been accurately measured to be 70%. We will also assume that we
have exactly 5 gallons of milk in our food pantry, and that there will be exactly
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5 visitors today. This is a simplified example, but math is all about starting with
simple examples to build up to the more complex ones. With this set up, what
is the exact probability that all 5 customers will take milk?
We can think about this question as asking what is the probability that five spe-
cific events occur in succession? That is, we are asking what is the probability
that customer 1 wants milk, customer 2 wants milk, customer 3 wants milk, cus-
tomer 4 wants milk, and customer 5 wants milk? Using the list above, we know
we are assuming that customer visits do not affect each other, which means the
events are independent. To figure out the probability of independent events oc-
curring, we simply multiply the probabilities of each individual event occurring.
Since we know that the desirability of milk is 70%, then there is a 70% chance
that any given customer will want milk. Therefore, the probability of each event
is 70%, so the probability that all five customers will want milk is
Probability that 5 customers want milk = (0.70)5 = 0.1681 = 16.81%
Now, to move on to a slightly more complicated example. What if we want
to know the probability that exactly one customer will want milk? We know
that there is a 70% chance that any customer will want milk, so there is a
100%−70% = 30% chance that a customer will not want milk. Our first instinct
may be to do something like this
0.70×0.30×0.30×0.30×0.30











This expression represents the probability that customer 1 wants milk and cus-
tomers 2, 3, 4, and 5 don’t want milk. However, another scenario where just
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Notice that the probabilities are the same; they are just in a different order.
To determine the probability that only one customer will want milk, we need to
take into account every possible scenario where only one customer wants milk.





which is read as “n choose r.” It means the number of unique groups of size r
you can form out of n objects. For example, out of our five customers, here are
the unique groups of two customers:
• Customer 1, customer 2
• Customer 1, customer 3
• Customer 1, customer 4
• Customer 1, customer 5
• Customer 2, customer 3
• Customer 2, customer 4
• Customer 2, customer 5
• Customer 3, customer 4
• Customer 3, customer 5
• Customer 4, customer 5
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so there are a total of ten possible groups using two out of our five customers.






Finally, to calculate the probability that only one customer wants milk, we mul-





×0.70×0.30×0.30×0.30×0.30 = 0.0567 = 5.67%
In the next section: we will look at a general application of this formula, known
as the binomial distribution, in the context of food pantries.
4.4.2 Binomial Distribution
The binomial distribution is a formula that says: if we have an experiment where
we know the probabilities of success and failure, how many successes should we
expect if we repeat this trial n times? Parts of this should sound very familiar
because earlier we spent a lot time defining what a trial is to measure desirabil-
ity. In this context, the trial, success, and failure are all the same and are as
follows:
Trial: One customer shops at the pantry and the product is available
Success: The customer takes the product
Failure: The customer does not take the product
The final component we need to know is the probability of success. In this case,
the probability of success is the probability that a customer wants a specific prod-
uct. Try to guess what that should be to check your understanding. The answer
is that the probability of success is the desirability of the product. After all, one
of the definitions of desirability is “the chance that a random customer takes a
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specific item.” Going back to the definition of the binomial distribution and fill-
ing it in with our specific context: if we know the desirability of a product and
the expected number of customers visiting in a certain period of time, we can
use the binomial distribution to estimate how many of those customers will want
the product.
I will provide the general formula for the binomial distribution, and then go



















Next, we need to input the total customers. The total number of customers
is the amount of visits a food pantry expects to receive in a given period of
time. This will be an estimate because we can’t know for sure how many people
will visit a food pantry ahead of time. Estimating this is fairly straightforward
process. First, a food pantry needs to know, on average, how many visits they
receive each day of the week. In Spring 2021, these were the averages for the
WOU Food Pantry:








Table 4.7: Average Number of Visits by Weekday
To estimate the number of customers, one must specify a start date and an end
date, add up the average number of customers for each day, and then round the
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result. For instance, if the start date is Monday and the end date is Thursday,
the expected number of customers is:
Expected Customers = 6.1+14.4+12.5+8.6 = 41.6≈ 42
which means that we expect to have 42 customers between Monday and Thurs-
day. The main point here is that to use the binomial distribution, we must com-
mit to a specific time period to determine the number of customers we expect to
visit our pantry. The question then is what should that time period be? The start
date is when the product arrives at the food pantry, but when is the end date we
should choose? Can you think of what a reasonable end date might be? When
researching this, the end date that made sense to me was the true expiration date
of the product. After all, if the products don’t go out to customers by then, they
must be thrown out.
Now, to walk through a simple example using a small number of customers. We
will stay with our choice of milk, which in this hypothetical scenario, we have
measured to have a desirability of 70%. Let’s say the WOU Food Pantry receives
a shipment of milk on Thursday that expires in 4 days. We count Thursday
as the first day, so the 4 days go from Thursday to Sunday. We calculate the
expected number of visits is
Expected Customers = 8.6+4.4+0+0 = 13.0
so we expect to have 13 customers visit the Pantry before we need to throw the
milk out. This is a good way to conceptualize the binomial distribution, where
each customer is an opportunity to get rid of some product before it must be
thrown out. Then, plugging in all the values, the formula becomes:






We could, for example, ask what is the probability that 8 out of our 13 cus-
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tomers will want milk? This calculation works out to:








To reiterate the full context of this result: this means that there is an 18.03%
chance that 8 out of the 13 expected customers between Thursday and Sunday
will want milk. We have taken a specific product, a specific time frame, and a
specific number of customers to get the above results. If any of those variables
change, then the results will change as well.
We could also ask what is the probability that exactly 0, 1, 2, 3, . . ., 13 cus-
tomers will want milk? What is much more interesting than any single amount
of customers is looking at a graph of all possibilities.
To read this graph, pick a certain number of customers on the horizontal axis.
The height of the bar will tell you the probability that exactly that number of
customers will want milk. The taller the bar is, the more likely that outcome is.
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To make sure this matches up with our previous calculation, we figured out that
there is an 18.03% chance that 8 out of 13 customers will want milk, so on the
graph, the bar at 8 customers should show an 18.03% chance. Looking at the
graph, we can see that it does indeed match up.
From this perspective, it is much easier to see how likely each particular out-
come is, in comparison to the other outcomes. For instance, we can quickly pick
out that the most likely outcome is that 9 out of 13 customers will want milk
because it has the biggest bar.
Now, you may have noticed that I have not made any mention of the amount
of milk in our inventory. This is because we have been measuring the number
of customers who will want milk. Whether or not we have milk doesn’t affect
a customer wanting it. As an analogy, you’ve probably gone to a restaurant and
asked for Coke, only for the waiter to ask “is Pepsi okay?” Whether or not the
restaurant had Coke when you came in didn’t affect you wanting it. In the same
vein, each customer has a chance of wanting milk when they come in, regardless
of our actual supply of milk.
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Back to the topic at hand, remember that one of our ultimate goals is to quantify
the risk of items expiring. Interestingly, we can do some clever rearranging to
turn the above graph into a risk assessment for the number of milk units we
expect to expire. To do this, we need to know exactly how many units of milk
we have in our inventory. Let’s say we have 11 units of milk for this example.
If 0 customers want milk, then we will still have 11−0 = 11 units of milk left.
If 1 customer wants milk, then we will still have 11−1 = 10 units of milk left.
If 2 customers want milk, then we will still have 11− 2 = 9 units of milk left.
Do you see the pattern?
Conveniently, we have a graph that shows the exact probability that a certain
number of customers will want milk. Consider one of the previous examples:
when 2 customers want milk, we have 11−2 = 9 units of milk remaining. This
means that the outcome where 2 customers want milk is the same outcome where
9 units of milk expire. More generally, each outcome where a certain number of
customers want milk corresponds to a certain number of milk units expiring. We
can go ahead and create new labels underneath the graph to reflect this:
You may be curious about the cases where 12 and 13 customers wanted milk,
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since we only have 11 units of milk available. If we applied the same logic, we
would say: when 12 customers want milk, we will have 11− 12 = −1 units of
milk left. And when 13 customers want milk, we will have 11− 13 = −2 units
left. Clearly, we can’t have negative units of milk. So in the case where 12 or
13 customers want milk, we will still have 0 units of milk left, it just means
that not everyone who wants milk will be able to get it. You can think of the
−1 to mean one customer wanted milk but was not able to get it. Similarly, you
can think of the −2 to mean two customers wanted milk but were not able to
get it. That will be a helpful intuition later, but for now we only care about the
number of units of milk that we expect to expire. In both of those cases, we
will have 0 units of milk remaining, so we say that 0 units expire on the new
graph.
Curiously, this gives us three cases where have 0 units of milk remaining. Since
those all represent the same outcome for us, we could add those probabilities
together to get the total probability that 0 units of milk will expire.
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And then finally we rearrange the graph to be in ascending order for clarity.
Take a moment to appreciate what we’ve just done here. Using the binomial
distribution, we’ve been able to create a complete risk assessment that shows the
exact probability of a certain number of milk units expiring. We started with an
extremely broad goal of reducing waste at food pantries, and we are now able to
clearly quantify it. This means that we have a method of easily comparing the







In the previous section, do you remember what happened when the number of
customers who wanted milk was greater than the supply of milk we had in our
inventory? We ended up having some customers who wanted milk but were not
able to get it. This concept is exactly what satisfaction is supposed to capture.
To begin, we need some definitions:
Satisfied: A customer is SATISFIED if they want a specific product, and they
CAN get it.
Dissatisfied: A customer is DISSATISFIED if they want a specific product, and
they CANNOT get it.
Notice that there is also a neutral case where a customer doesn’t want the prod-
uct at all. Let’s say we were tracking the distribution of milk at a food pantry
over the course of a week. Here is a diagram to illustrate the difference between
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neutral, dissatisfied, and satisfied customers:
A perhaps non-intuitive aspect of satisfaction is that it is product-specific. Just
like how every individual type of product has its own desirability, every type of
product has its own individual satisfaction. For example, a customer who wanted
milk and was able to get it is satisfied with respect to milk. If that same cus-
tomer also wanted canned tuna but was not able to get it, then that customer is
dissatisfied with respect to canned tuna. So we can see that the same customer
can be satisfied with one product and dissatisfied with another. Now, we may
define satisfaction itself:
Satisfaction: The proportion of customers, during a certain time period, who are




Using the example in the figure above, we may calculate the satisfaction with
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respect to milk during that week of distribution:






= 0.53 = 53%
This means that, during this hypothetical week of distribution, 53% of customers
who wanted milk were able to get milk. Also important to note, we do not
include the neutral customers who don’t want milk in the calculation for satisfac-
tion.
From the definition, observe that we can measure the satisfaction during any time
period, as long as we specify what that time period is. The example measured
the satisfaction with respect to milk over a week, but we could have measured
the satisfaction over a day, a month, a year, and so on. By doing this, we
could say something like: “the satisfaction with respect to milk this week was
53%, but last week it was 72%.” Satisfaction as a concept is much more useful
when we are able to compare different time periods. In that example, clearly the
customers who wanted milk last week were much better off since 72% of them
were satisfied as opposed to the 53% this week.
Satisfaction in Inventory Management
Recall that one of our primary goals is to maximize equity, which we do by
giving every customer an equal probability of finding the items they want. Similar
to how we used desirability to quantify the risk of expiration, we will be able
to use satisfaction to quantify equity. To see how this works, let’s take a look
at another example of satisfaction. We will still measure the satisfaction with
respect to milk over the course of a week. However, this time we will look at
the individual satisfaction numbers on each day of the week to see how they
compare. This means that we will look at the satisfaction numbers on Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday to see if any particular days have an
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“advantage” over the others.
Here is some example data for each day of the week. I encourage you to try
doing the satisfaction calculation to check your understanding.
Weekday Neutral Dissatisfied Satisfied Satisfaction With Respect To Milk
Monday 1 1 5 83%
Tuesday 5 2 7 78%
Wednesday 6 4 3 43%
Thursday 4 4 1 20%
Friday 0 4 0 0%
We can graphically represent this table for a more visual comparison:
In this hypothetical example, we can see that customers who come earlier in the
week tend to be more satisfied than customers who come in later in the week.
Keep in mind, this satisfaction distribution is with respect to milk. During this
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same period of time, we could look at the satisfaction distributions for each type
of product, and they would likely be different.
As it stands, the example satisfaction distributions we saw are quite inequitable.
By that, I mean that certain weekdays are clearly much better off than others
which means those customers are much more likely to receive the food they
want. Do you see where this is going?
Another way of interpreting satisfaction is the probability that a customer finds a
particular item they want. Consider the satisfaction graph with respect to milk.
If 83% of Monday customers were satisfied with respect to milk, then Monday
customers who wanted milk had an 83% chance of getting milk. Likewise, if
20% of Thursday customers were satisfied, then Thursday customers who wanted
milk had a 20% chance of getting milk. This may just sound like restating the
results in the table or graph, so an alternate phrasing may be helpful. Imagine
you are a food pantry customer who wants milk, and you can choose which day
you want to visit. Which day maximizes your chance of finding milk? Well,
that would be Monday since a higher proportion of customers were satisfied with
respect to milk.
Observe what we have here. If satisfaction is your chance of finding the items
you want, then we now have a clearly defined and quantifiable method of mea-
suring equity. Furthermore, if the graphs above show inequitable distributions of
satisfaction, think about what an equitable distribution should look like.
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By our definition: in an equitable distribution of satisfaction, every customer has
an equal probability of finding the items they want. Therefore, the heights of the
bars on the satisfaction graph should be equal across every day of the week. This
means that, for any given item schedule, we can measure the resulting satisfaction
distribution, and pick out the item schedule with the most equitable distribution.
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Chapter 6
Using Desirability and Satisfaction to
Quantify Item Schedules
6.1 Using Desirability and Satisfaction to Build Item
Schedules
First, I would like to remind ourselves what exactly an item schedule is, and
then expand on this concept. Remember that we define this as
Item schedule: A schedule that lists when every unit of a specific type of prod-
uct will move from the back storage to the storefront.
We also have some rules that every item schedule must follow:
• Item units must be ordered according to the First Expire First Out (FEFO)
method. This means units that expire later cannot be scheduled before units
that expire sooner.
• Item units must be scheduled before their true expiration date.
• Restocking occurs at the start of the day before opening, on the scheduled
date.
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Note that the last rule is simply a convention to avoid ambiguity. We could have
also specified that units are restocked at the end of the day, after closing, the
day before the scheduled date. Here is an example of an item schedule for milk,
assuming that the schedule was created on Monday 1/3/2021:
Milk Expiration Date Scheduled Date
Unit 1 Thu 1/6/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 2 Fri 1/7/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 3 Fri 1/7/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 4 Sat 1/8/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 5 Sun 1/9/2021 Tue 1/4/2021
Unit 6 Sun 1/9/2021 Tue 1/4/2021
Unit 7 Sun 1/9/2021 Wed 1/5/2021
Unit 8 Mon 1/15/2021 Wed 1/5/2021
Table 6.1: Sample Item Schedule
Our goal here is to be able to take any arbitrary item schedule, such as the
one above, and then predict what the resulting risk of expiration and satisfaction
distribution are.
In a previous section, we examined how we can use the binomial distribution
to determine the risk of expiration, but we have not seen a method to predict
the satisfaction distribution. The reality is that we used some very convenient
assumptions; namely, assuming that every item unit expired on the same day, and
assuming that all items started out in the storefront. I used these assumptions
so that we could use the binomial distribution because it is a well-established,
known formula. In the real world, however, items will not all expire on the
same day, nor will we always put them out into the storefront on the same day.
Although I don’t know what it is, there does exist a formula that could take
these factors into account. However, this was a limitation of the time and scope
of the project. This very likely could be a solved problem, or one that I could
solve quickly. That being said, one cannot know how long it takes to solve a
problem until after you have already done it. This is why I made the choice to
use simulations. As we will see in the next section, computer simulations are a
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tool that we can use to determine probabilities that we do not have a formula
for, at the cost of time and efficiency.
6.2 Simulating Item Schedules
6.2.1 What is a Simulation?
Broadly speaking, a simulation means we are imitating some real world process.
Consider one of the early examples of the binomial distribution where I said we
could use it to model the behavior of flipping a coin 10 times. The binomial
distribution can tell us how likely we are to get heads 0 out of 10 times, 1 out
of 10 times, 2 out of 10 times, and so on. However, if we didn’t know about
the binomial distribution, we could also just do the experiment and measure the
results. By that, I mean we could flip a coin 10 times and count the number
of heads we get. If we do that same experiment many times, our results would
eventually get close to the results predicted by the binomial distribution.
When I say “do the experiment many times,” I don’t mean dozens of times; I
mean thousands of times. Personally, I wouldn’t want to flip a coin 10 times,
measure the results, and repeat that thousands of times. Another way we could
do this experiment is by using a computer to simulate the coin flips. Unlike
me, a computer can go through thousands of “coin flips” in seconds. So, let’s
actually do the experiment and see what happens.
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6.2.2 Simulating Experiments to Measure Probabilities
I wrote a simple program to simulate flipping a coin. The simulation will flip
10 coins and count the number of heads it got in those 10 flips. Then, the
simulation will do another set of 10 flips, and then another, until it eventually
does 10,000 sets of 10 flips. We can then graph the results to see how frequently
each outcome occurred.
To read this graph, the horizontal axis shows each possible outcome: 0 heads out
of 10, 1 out of 10, and so on. The vertical axis is showing how frequently each
of those outcomes occurred in the 10,000 simulations. For example, we can read
off of the graph that 5 heads out of 10 flips occurred in about 25% of those
10,000 simulations.
Now, consider that flipping a coin 10 times is repeating an experiment with
known probabilities of success and failure. If heads is success and tails is fail-
ure, then both have a 50% chance of happening. This means we can use the
binomial distribution to model the coin flips, and predict the likelihood of each
possible outcome. The formula for the binomial distribution of the 10 coin flips
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Just like the simulation, we can graph the results of the binomial distribution to
see how frequently each outcome should occur. In this case, I will put the graph
for the binomial distribution alongside the graph for the simulation to see how
close they are to each other.
From this new graph, we can observe that the frequency of outcomes in the sim-
ulation is almost identical to the frequency predicted by the binomial distribution.
Remember that the binomial distribution is a mathematical formula that lets us
use an equation to figure out how likely each outcome is. This graph is illus-
trating that using a simulation and counting the frequency of our results gives us
another way to figure out these probabilities.
Using simulations might seem like a tedious an inconvenient way to estimate
probabilities that we already have a formula for, like the binomial distribution.
And, you would be correct in assuming that; it takes much more time to do
simulations than use a formula, and there is a chance that the simulated results
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are inaccurate. However, in cases where we don’t know the formula to model an
event, we can use simulations instead. This is exactly what we will do to predict
the resulting satisfaction of an item schedule.
6.2.3 Building the Simulation
Here, I will describe the general idea of what the simulation is doing, in non-
technical, non-programming language. I will also include the code for the sim-
ulation in the Appendix, though be warned I am not by any means a skilled
programmer.
Essentially, the simulation will take as inputs:
• The average number of customers visiting each day
• The desirability of the product
• The item schedule of the product
• The period of time to simulate
• The number of simulations to run
For example, we could have the following inputs if we wanted to measure the
satisfaction distribution of milk:
Period of time: run simulation for two weeks after start date
Desirability of milk: 70%
Number of simulations: 500
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Table 6.2: Input Number of Customers Example
Milk Expiration Date Scheduled Date
Unit 1 Thu 1/6/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 2 Fri 1/7/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 3 Fri 1/7/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 4 Sat 1/8/2021 Tue 1/4/2021
Unit 5 Sun 1/9/2021 Tue 1/4/2021
Unit 6 Sun 1/9/2021 Tue 1/4/2021
Unit 7 Sun 1/9/2021 Tue 1/4/2021
Unit 8 Mon 1/15/2021 Wed 1/5/2021
Unit 9 Mon 1/15/2021 Wed 1/5/2021
Unit 10 Mon 1/15/2021 Wed 1/5/2021
Unit 11 Tue 1/16/2021 Wed 1/5/2021
Unit 12 Tue 1/16/2021 Thu 1/6/2021
Unit 13 Wed 1/17/2021 Thu 1/7/2021
Unit 14 Thu 1/18/2021 Thu 1/7/2021
Unit 15 Fri 1/19/2021 Fri 1/8/2021
Table 6.3: Input Item Schedule Example
Now, that we have the inputs, it’s important to go over what exactly one simula-
tion represents. For instance, in the coin example, one simulation was one set of
10 flips, and we repeated this simulation 10,000 times. In this case, one simula-
tion is going through the item schedule one time until all of the items have been
taken by customers or expired. These are the steps to go through one simulation:
• Check the current date and day of the week
• Check the inventory, and throw out any items that have reached their expi-
ration date
• Check the inventory, and move any items that have reached their scheduled
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date from back storage to the storefront
• Using the day of the week, figure out how many customers will visit today
• For each customer that visits, use the desirability to figure out if they will
take the product. In this case, the desirability of milk is 70%, so each
customer has a 70% chance of wanting milk.
– If the customer wants the product, check if we have any available in
the storefront
* If the product is in stock in the storefront, the customer takes it
and they are counted as satisfied
* If the product is not in stock in the storefront, the customer leaves
and they are counted as dissatisfied
– If the customer doesn’t want the product, they leave
• After all customers for the day have visited, go to the next day and repeat
this process until the inventory is empty, or until a specified amount of
time has passed
The last point of “or until a specified amount of time has passed” may be con-
fusing, so I will clarify. Basically, we want to measure the distribution of sat-
isfaction across each day of the week. However, the amount of time we are
measuring for will affect the results. For example, if we measure satisfaction
for 8 days, starting on Monday, then we are measuring Monday twice, and all
other days once. Thus, it makes sense to measure satisfaction in multiples of
one week. Then, we might ask how many weeks to measure for? For the WOU
Food Pantry, I believe a natural time is two weeks because that is about how
often we receive food from our food bank. Broadly speaking, it makes sense to
choose the amount of time to measure based on how long it takes a pantry to
replenish their supply of food.
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Everything above describes the process to go through one simulation for the given
item schedule. After going through the simulation once, we can keep track of the
number of customers that were satisfied on each day of the week. This is just
like the example with the coin simulation, where we kept track of how many
times we got X out of 10 heads. This time, we are recording this number of
each day of the week. So, we want to see how many times we satisfied X
out of 7 customers on Monday, Y out of 15 customers on Tuesday, and so on.
Additionally, we also want to count the number of items that expire. In this
example, we have 8 units of milk in total, so we would see how often 0 out 8
expired, 1 out of 8 expired, and so on.
Then, we can repeat this simulation of the item schedule many times to see how
frequently customers are satisfied on each day of the week, and how frequently
items expired. In theory, this should give us an estimate of what is most likely
to happen if we were to actually use that item schedule at the food pantry.
6.2.4 A Note About Expected Value
An aside about interpreting the results of the simulations: it will be helpful to
look at the expected value of the data. In statistics, the expected value is basi-
cally a long-run average of results. An example will be much more helpful in
understanding this concept. Imagine that there is a lottery where you pay $1 for
each ticket. There is a 99% chance that you don’t get any money, and a 1%
chance that you win $101. Should you play this lottery? Mathematically, we can
check to see if, on average, you will win or lose money in the long run using
the concept of expected value.
Essentially, if you play this lottery many times, your win-loss ratio will average
out to 99% losses and 1% wins. We know the “value” of both outcomes as well:
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Table 6.4: Comparing risk of expiration for different item schedules
the value of a loss is −$1 and the value of a win is $100 (even though you can
win $101, we must subtract $1 for the cost of the ticket). Then, the formula to
predict your long-run earnings is to multiply the value of each outcome by its
probability of occurring
Expected value = 0.99(−$1)+0.01($101) = $−0.99+$1 = $0.01
The interpretation here can be tricky to grasp, but it is important to properly
understand it. This result is NOT saying that if you play this lottery many times,
you will earn $0.01. It is saying that, in the long-run, the average value of each
ticket is $0.01. Think about it like this: let’s say we bought 100 tickets and they
perfectly conform to the expected win-loss ratio; i.e., 99 tickets lose and 1 ticket
wins. We spent $100 on purchasing tickets, and we gained $101 on our one
winning ticket, so we earned a net of $101−100 = $1. If we divide the earnings
equally over all 100 tickets, then on average each ticket was worth $1100 = $0.01.
So, if we purchased 1,500 tickets, we would expect to earn 1,500×$0.01 = $15.
So you should definitely play this lottery.
How does this apply to food pantries? Well, suppose that we have two different
item schedules for the same set of item units, and that they have the following
expiration risks. For the purposes of this section, it will be more helpful to view
the expiration risk in table form, rather than graph form.
At a glance, can you tell which schedule is less risky? By that I mean, on
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average, which item will have fewer items expire? You probably can’t tell, but
even if you can, you should want a more rigorous way to back up your intuition.
We can do this by calculating the expected value for each item schedule
Expected value of schedule 1 = .10(0)+ .15(1)+ .35(2)+ .20(3)+ .12(4)+ .08(5)
= 2.33
Expected value of schedule 2 = .15(0)+ .20(1)+ .26(2)+ .25(3)+ .10(4)+ .04(5)
= 2.07
This tell us, on average, how many items we expect to expire in each schedule.
And since 2.07 < 2.33, we have demonstrated that item schedule 2 is less risky
than item schedule 1. In the following sections, the results of the simulation for
expiration and satisfaction will be in terms of expected value.
6.2.5 Simulation Results
Using the simulation for the example in the Section 6.2.3, these are the results:
Expected value of number of items that expire: 0.0
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According to the simulation, in this item schedule, we would expect no items to
expire and the satisfaction to be roughly evenly distributed. Now, let’s compare
that with another item schedule. We will keep all of the other inputs the same,
so the only thing that changes will be the day we are moving units from back
storage to storefront.
Milk Expiration Date Scheduled Date
Unit 1 Thu 1/6/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 2 Fri 1/7/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 3 Fri 1/7/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 4 Sat 1/8/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 5 Sun 1/9/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 6 Sun 1/9/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 7 Sun 1/9/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 8 Mon 1/15/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 9 Mon 1/15/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 10 Mon 1/15/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 11 Tue 1/16/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 12 Tue 1/16/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 13 Wed 1/17/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 14 Thu 1/18/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Unit 15 Fri 1/19/2021 Mon 1/3/2021
Table 6.5: All Units Out On First Day Example
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Note that this schedule is the case where we put every unit out in the storefront
as soon as we receive it, without saving any for later. Running the simulation
again, we have the following results:
Expected value of number of items that expire: 0.0
Here, we see that we still expect no items to expire, but now the expected sat-
isfaction distribution is significantly less equitable.
Observe that we have finally reached the end goal of this project, as we are now
able to take any arbitrary product and item schedule, and systematically predict
its resulting risk of expiration and equity.
Before this project, I didn’t even know if it was possible to do this. Not only
have we found a general method for quantifying and determining the results of
item schedules, we have also shown that this a realistic and achievable goal for
food pantries to implement.
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Chapter 7
Next Steps
There are many clear paths to expand on this research. I will go over the most
significant ones, and offer my thoughts on where they might go.
7.1 Scoring System for Item Schedules
The biggest and most obvious next step for this research is to create a scoring
system to evaluate item schedules. This paper created a method to quantify the
risk of expiration and equity for any given item schedule, which means that we
can effectively compare different item schedules. However, being able to numer-
ically compare schedules does not mean that we know which ones are better.
There are obviously some outlier schedules that are clearly much worse than oth-
ers, such as restocking units one day before they expire, but those are niche
examples. A much more difficult comparison is between two similar schedules
where there is a small trade off between risk of expiration and equity.
To clarify what scoring system means in this context, it’s basically a method of
ranking item schedules to determine the best one. We essentially award points
for good behaviors and take away points for bad behaviors. At the end of this,
the item schedule with the most points should be the best schedule to use at the
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food pantry.
“Best” is a rather subjective term here because it might mean something differ-
ent across different food pantries. For instance, one food pantry might favor an
item schedule that heavily prioritizes preventing items from expiring, while an-
other pantry might favor an item schedule that is easy for their volunteers to
restock. Even though an optimal schedule might be different for each pantry, this
research is still significant in that it will enable pantries to choose their optimal
outcome, and guarantee that they can know the restocking process that maximizes
their odds of achieving that goal.
That being said, here are some behaviors that I would add or subtract points for:
• Add points for reducing the expected value of the number of items that
expire. You could alternatively subtract the expected value times some mul-
tiplier.
• Add points as the sum of all satisfaction values increases
• Take the range of the satisfaction distribution (maximum - minimum) to
measure the equity, and subtract points proportionally to the size of the
range. A larger range means less equity, so that schedule will lose more
points.
• Subtract further points if a highly desirable item expires. For example, if a
can of green beans (low desirability) expires, that’s not a big deal. But if
a gallon of milk (high desirability) expires, that is a huge loss.
I personally did not focus on this to limit the scope of this project, and because
I think it needs to be tested at an actual food pantry. So far, nothing in this
paper has been tested in real life, so I do not feel like I can definitely say what
the best scoring system is without further research.
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7.2 Generalized Distribution Formulas for Expiration
Risk and Satisfaction
One of the major limitations of using simulations is the time cost of using them.
While computers can perform these operations very quickly, the magnitude of the
simulations required rapidly eclipses the speed of the average computer. To illus-
trate, to find an optimal schedule for a single type of product using simulations,
the program would need to iterate through many different item schedules to pick
out the best one.
We can imagine that each unit of a product line has some number of days until
expiration. We could say that d1 represents the days until expiration for unit 1,
d2 represents the number of days until expiration for unit 2, and so on all the
way up to the last product dn. Then, in the worst case scenario where we need
to iterate through all possible item schedules to find the optimal one, we need to
simulate
d1×d2× . . .×dn
different item schedules. Notice that the possible number of item schedules in-
creases as the number of units increases, as well as the days until expiration
increases.
Additionally, recall that to properly estimate the risk of expiration and satisfaction
distribution, we need to perform at least several hundred simulations for each
item schedule. In my testing, I did 500 simulations per schedule, so the worst
case would be
500n×d1×d2× . . .×dn
as the total number of times the program needs to run through item schedules.
Finally, the length of each individual simulation grows with the number of units,
the total number of customers, and the length of the date range it is simulating.
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Clearly, this is an extremely inefficient way to determine an optimal item sched-
ule. I see two ways to improve on this. The first, and best, solution would
be a generalized distribution formula for the risk of expiration and satisfaction.
By distribution, I mean something like the binomial distribution, where there is a
formula we can use and plug values into. Then, instead of performing hundreds
of simulations for each item schedule, we could use a formula once per item
schedule.
The second solution is to optimize the simulation algorithm, and the method of
finding an optimal schedule. I’m no computer scientist, but I firmly believe that
there is a much better solution than iterating through every possible schedule.
There is very likely a quick algorithm that can start with an item schedule, and
then change it until it cannot be improved. This is one of the central concepts
in linear programming.
7.3 Quantity Demanded
This is not necessarily a solution to the above problem in the previous section
because it does not solve computational costs. However, this is a way to signifi-
cantly reduce the amount of products that we must find an optimal schedule for.
Essentially, if our supply of a product exceeds the quantity demanded, then we
don’t need to worry about finding an optimal item schedule. There is more than
enough for everyone, so we can simply put every unit out into the storefront.
To be more specific with terminology, we define
Supply: the number of units we have for a specific product.
Quantity demanded: the number of units of a specific product we expect cus-
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tomers to want, in a certain time period.
This is fairly easy to quantify using our library of definitions that we have built
up. Using the data about the number of customers, we can estimate how many
people will visit a pantry in a given time period. The desirability of a product
tells us the proportion of customers who will want a product, so the quantity
demanded is simply the expected number of customers multiplied by the desir-
ability.
Quantity demanded = Number of customers×Desirability
Then, we are saying that if
Supply≥ Quantity demanded
we do not need to do any kind of special inventory management with this prod-
uct. As an example: if the desirability of canned pears is 36%, we have a supply
of 200 cans of peaches, and we expect 100 customers in the next two weeks, we
have that
Supply≥ Number of customers×Desirability
200≥ 100×36%
200≥ 36
This inequality is true, so the supply exceeds the quantity demanded, and we
don’t need to perform any inventory management or simulations. I suspect that
this will “eliminate” a large class of low desirability products from needing in-
ventory management, which will save a lot of time on the computer-end, as well
as the volunteering hours and labor-end.
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7.4 Factors Affecting Desirability
I made many assumptions about desirability because I had no way of testing the
effect of various factors on desirability. In the future, it would make sense to see
how each of these affects the desirability of products and individual units:
• Time of year
• Other products available in storefront
• Condition of product unit
• Day of the week





Ultimately, I believe that the research presented in this paper presents a promising
new way of thinking about client-choice food pantries. The methods presented for
food pantries are novel in their mathematical approach to quantifying the effect
of restocking item schedules on the risk of expiration and equity. To do this,
I defined the terms desirability and satisfaction in a way that allowed the use
of common statistical techniques, such as confidence intervals and the binomial
distribution. Using these common methods, I was then able to expand their use
to measure the risk of expiration in simplified examples. This led to the use of
simulations to build a generalized method of determining the likely outcome for
any given item schedule.
In a more broad sense, this project shows a more nuanced look at how math-
ematics can be applied in the non-profit sector. Many people typically think of
math, in this context, as something to use for finance, or construction. However,
this is a clear example of how more abstract mathematical concepts can be just
as useful in advancing the work that non-profits do in the world. If anything, I
hope that inspires people to think about how their unique skills and talents can
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Appendix A
Sample Code
Here is the code to run the simulation. As a quick note: this simulation is set
up to test multiple schedules for the given items at once. It uses the given list
of item units to generate three other schedules to compare against the schedule















# Initial inventory and schedule to test against (Format: [ [unit 1 expiration
date,unit 1 schedule date],[unit 2 expiration date,unit 2 schedule date], ... ]↪→
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# Figure out maximum length for every column
for i in range(len(results)):
for j in range(len(results[i])):
if len(str(results[i][j])) > maximum_length[j]:
maximum_length[j] = len(str(results[i][j]))
# Print out results
for i in range(len(results)):
for j in range(len(results[i])):
padding = maximum_length[j] - len(str(results[i][j])) + 5
print(str(results[i][j]) + " "*padding,end='')
print("\n")
def find_min_index(list):
# Get rid of zero entries (days where the Pantry is closed)
non_zero_entries = []
for i in list:




for i in non_zero_entries:
if i < minimum:
minimum = i






for i in range( len(list) ):













list_range = round(maximum - minimum,1)
return list_range
def generate_zero_day_schedule(inventory):
# Set scheduled date of every item to 0
for i in inventory:
i[1] = 0
return inventory
# Build a list with the average number of visits on each weekday
def visits_per_day(num_days):
visits = []
for day in range(num_days):







for num_visits in visits:





for percentage in visit_percentages:
num_items = int( round(total_items * percentage,0) )
items_per_day.append(num_items)
return items_per_day
# Adjust the schedule if the number of allocated items is different than the number of
items in our inventory↪→
def match_num_items(items_per_day,total_items):
allocated = sum(items_per_day)
while allocated != total_items:
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# If too many items have been scheduled
if allocated > total_items:
max_index = find_max_index(items_per_day)
items_per_day[max_index] -= 1











# Build list with the visits each day receives
visits = visits_per_day(num_days)
# Calculate the relative percentage of each day
visit_percentages = relative_visit_percentages(visits)
# Generate initial amount of items to put out per day
items_per_day = estimate_items_per_day(visit_percentages,total_items)
# Make sure the number of items allocated is equal to the number of items in
inventory↪→
items_per_day = match_num_items(items_per_day,total_items)
# Update the inventory to match the new schedule
day = 0
for item in inventory:
# Skip days where no items are scheduled to go out
while items_per_day[day] == 0:
day += 1
# Adjust item schedule
item[1] = day
items_per_day[day] -= 1
# Make sure we're not scheduling items after they expire
for item in inventory:
# If the scheduled date is greater than or equal to the expiration date, set
the scheduled date to one day before the expiration date↪→
if item[1] >= item[0]:
item[1] = item[0] - 1
return inventory
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def calculate_expected_value(probabilities):
expected_value = 0
for i in range( len(probabilities) ):
probability = probabilities[i] / 100
outcome = i




transposed = [[list[j][i] for j in range(len(list))] for i in range(len(list[0]))]
return transposed
def format(results):
# Convert elements to strings
for row in range( len(results) ):
for column in range( len(results[row]) ):
if type( results[row][column] ) != str:
results[row][column] = str( results[row][column] ) + "%"





for item in inventory:
expiration_date = item[0]





for item in inventory:
expiration_date = item[0]
if expiration_date <= 0:
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for item in inventory:
scheduled_day = item[1]





for item in inventory:
scheduled_day = item[1]




for item in inventory:
expiration_date = item[0]
scheduled_date = item[1]
if expiration_date > 0:
item[0] -= 1





for weekday in totals:
satisfied = weekday[0]
total = weekday[1]
# Avoid division by 0 error
if total == 0:
percentages.append(0)
else:
satisfied_percentage = 100 * satisfied / total
percentages.append(satisfied_percentage)
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return percentages
def average(list):




weekday = day % 7
# Count items that expired today
num_expired = count_expired(store_front)
num_expired += count_expired(back_storage)
# Update results with the number of items that expired today
results[0] += num_expired
# Remove expired items
store_front = remove_expired(store_front)
back_storage = remove_expired(back_storage)
# Move scheduled items from back storage to store front
store_front += add_scheduled_items(back_storage)
back_storage = remove_scheduled_items(back_storage)




for customer in range(num_visits):
# If the customer wants an item
if random.uniform(0,1) <= desirability:
# Check if an item is available for the customer
if store_front:





# Update satisfaction results
results[1][weekday][0] += satisfied
results[1][weekday][1] += satisfied + dissatisfied # The final satisfaction % is
equal to satisfied / (satisfied + dissatisfied)↪→
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# Return condition
if store_front + back_storage or day <= 13:
return simulation(store_front,back_storage,day,results)
else:




# Results for all simulations
results = [
[0 for x in range( len(inventory_schedule) + 1)],
["-" for x in range(7)],
[]
]




for i in range(num_simulations):
# Set initial conditions
store_front = []









# Store number of items that expired
num_expired = simulation_results[0]
results[0][num_expired] += 1
# Store satisfaction percentages
percentages = simulation_results[1]
# Store satisfaction totals for all simulations
for i in range(len(percentages)):
percent = percentages[i]
satisfaction_totals[i].append( percent )
# Store range of satisfaction results
satisfaction_range = get_range(percentages)
results[2].append(satisfaction_range)
# Calculate average satisfaction across all simulations
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for i in range(7):
results[1][i] = average(satisfaction_totals[i])
# Calculate expiration percentages
for i in range( len(results[0]) ):
results[0][i] = round(100 * results[0][i] / num_simulations,1)
# Calculate average range
results[2] = average(results[2])
return results
# Main function that does everything
def main(num_simulations):
# List to display results
display = [
["","Test Schedule","All Items Out Same Day","Proportional To Weekly









# Create different schedules to compare
num_schedules = 4







# Create lists to store results
num_items = len( test_schedule )
expiration = [[str(x) + " item(s) expired" for x in range( num_items + 1 )]] # Plus
one accounts for case where 0 items expire↪→
expected = ["Expected Value:"]
satisfaction = []
ranges = ["Range of Averages:"]
average_ranges = ["Average of Ranges:"]
# Get and store results
for i in range(num_schedules):
# Define input and run simulations





expected_value = calculate_expected_value( expiration_results )
avgrange_results = results[2]
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# Add satisfaction results to display list
for row in range( len(satisfaction) ):
for column in range( len(satisfaction[row]) ):
day = row
# Enter a blank on days the Pantry is open; otherwise, enter the data
if visits_key[day] == 0:
display[row + 1][column + 1] = "-"
else:
display[row + 1][column + 1] = satisfaction[row][column]
# Add range to results
display.append( ranges )
display.append( average_ranges )
# Add expiration results to display list
display += expiration
print(num_simulations,"simulations","\n")
print("Desirability is",str(desirability*100) + "%","\n")
print("Standard deviation is",standard_deviation,"\n")
print_results(display)
# Enter the number of simulations you want to run for each schedule
main(500)
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